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Soon after I learned to read in the late 1950s, I discovered comic books.  My
favourites were the comic books about superheroes like Superman, Green
Lantern and Batman.  In the early 1960s I began reading science fiction, with
Robert A.  Heinlein and Isaac Asimov as my favourite authors.  When

Heinlein's Stranger in a Strange Land appeared on my local library shelf in the
mid-1960s, I was so fond of it that I read it a dozen times.  The combination of
psychic abilities and improved social interaction that it portrayed was very
appealing to me as a young teen.

In the late 1960s my favourite science fiction book became Dune, by Frank
Herbert.  I was very attracted to the idea that a substance (the "spice") could
facilitate psychic communication and even play a role in teleportation for
interstellar travel.  Little did I know then that I would eventually manifest such a
substance in my life. 

Throughout the 1970s I became more interested in "spiritual" teachings, such as
the words of Edgar Cayce and Jane Roberts/Seth and the lost gospels about Jesus.
All of these teachings had a common thread:  they taught that each of us is
responsible for what happens to us in our own life.  I think that Seth said it best:
"You create your own reality."  When I first read that in 1974, I wondered about
what kind of reality I might like to experience and how it might manifest.  

In the 1980s I became very familiar with concepts such as the limits of growth,
global warming, peak oil and the dominance of structures in our world.  In the late
1980s and most of the 1990s I worked as an environmentalist and forest activist.

In all of these things I became very aware of the contrast of what was out there
in the world, and this stimulated my desire to see more cooperation and
connection among people.

Many of the problems that we deal with in the world can be traced to the
structures that we have created and empowered to act on our behalf.  We create
these structures and empower them, and then they take on a life of their own.  The
structures we created become our masters instead of our servants as we originally
intended. 

Jim's experiences with toxic metals
In the mid-1970s I met an inventor named Jim.  In the mid-1980s I worked with

him, helping him to build and market his super ozone generator.  In 1987 I began
to encourage Jim to use the ozone from this generator to help clean up various
types of toxic waste that I was encountering as an environmental activist.

In 1989 Jim began using his ozone generator to help clean up the toxic waste
water from a gold mine in eastern Oregon.  While using his generator on this
waste water, he noticed that some very unusual things were happening.  He would
get a "snot-like" substance in the settling tank that would "disappear in a flash of
light" if it was dried out in the sunlight and would fly away from his hands if he
dried it in the dark.  Because of these properties, he called the dry powder "fly
ash".  One time he even noticed that a puddle of "water" that appeared under the
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settling tank would move toward the nearest person.  
You can read the transcript of an interview that I

conducted with Jim about these events at
http://www.subtleenergies.com/ormus/tw/jimstory.htm. 

After Jim had been working on the mine waste clean-up
for several weeks, he accidentally got some of the ozone-
activated waste water on his hands and experienced a
serious reaction.  He got a shock from the water and let go
of the leaking fitting that he was trying to reseal.  When he
opened his fingers, fibres of gold came out the back of his
hands.  

For several weeks after this event, he would generate a
spark every time he touched anything.  Soon after the
accident, he started feeling very sick and went to a doctor.
The doctor did some tests and told Jim that he had four
times the lethal levels of lead and arsenic in his blood.  But
Jim did not die in two weeks as his doctor had predicted.
Instead, he began sleeping for 20 or more hours a day for
the next 18 months.  Toward the
end of that time, he was tested by
another doctor who said that he
had twice the lethal levels of lead
and arsenic in his blood; this was
a remarkable improvement.

While this was happening to
Jim, I lost contact with him.  I
was still trying to promote the use
of his ozone technology to clean
up toxic waste but, every time I
called, the folks he was staying
with would tell me that he was
sleeping and could not be
disturbed.  I think what they really meant was that he could
not be awakened.  Eventually I did reach him, and he told
me about his condition resulting from the toxic levels of
metal in his body.

My mom owned a health food store, so I went there and
asked her about what might help a body eliminate toxic
metals.  She suggested a booklet by Dr Kurt W. Donsbach
titled Hydrogen Peroxide, which described how to use
peroxide to help the body to eliminate lead and arsenic, to
chelate them out.  So I bought the book and some of the
35% hydrogen peroxide recommended in it, and took them
to Jim.  At first he drank just a couple of drops in a glass of
water.  He got really sick and vomited, but the next day he
felt better so he did it again.  Every day he'd feel a little less
sick after drinking a few drops of the hydrogen peroxide in
water, and the next day he'd feel better.

I interviewed Jim on tape in 1995.  Here is his description
of some of the changes after he started with the peroxide:

"I got rid of the background hallucination, that blue,
bluish-purple, blue light, like in one or two doses.  It made
me so sick the first time...that I felt like I was going to die.
Very, very nauseous, disoriented, etcetera, etcetera.  My
urine was literally a dark, dark, dark, dark, dark, dark
brown; reddish.  More red than...but I did not feel well.

"I still saw colour until I started taking hydrogen

peroxide, and it all quit like that.  About three doses of
hydrogen peroxide and I quit seeing colour and I quit
hearing audio hallucinations."

After a few weeks of the peroxide, he was feeling good
enough that he decided to have another check-up.  This time
the doctor said:  "There's nothing wrong with you.  No lead
and arsenic.  Normal levels.  You're fine.  No problem.
What were we concerned about?"

In the interview Jim said that after two weeks of taking
the hydrogen peroxide, the toxic metals in his blood went
from twice the lethal levels to "very, very low levels".  

But something kept Jim alive during those 18 months.
Something reduced the toxic metals from four times to only
twice the lethal levels.  What was it?  I didn't know what it
was.  Jim didn't know what it was.  No one seemed to know.
It was mysterious.  It was scary because something
(probably the lead and the arsenic) was nearly killing him.
He was getting sicker and sicker, and then he started to get

well for mysterious reasons that
no one could understand.  

During the period when he was
sleeping all the time, he was
practically incoherent; you
couldn't talk to him.  He was
somewhere else.  He later said:  "I
don't know where I was, but I was
not here."

Jim told me more of his story
after he took the peroxide.  This
was the most incredible story I
had ever heard in my life.  I
witnessed some of the things

myself before he got his hands in the mine waste water and
got "nuked", as he called it.  I saw the gold fibres from the
back of his hands, but he told me most of the story
somewhat later.

It struck me that this miracle stuff was like the "spice" I
had read about in Frank Herbert's book Dune as a youth.
This stuff seemed to do everything:  it floated away; it
disappeared in a flash of light; it even caused Jim to become
a great generator of static electricity!  Something about it
kept Jim alive when he should have died.

After he told me the whole story in 1991, I often said:
"Jim, let's look into this."  He would say:  "No, I don't want
to have anything to do with it.  It's awful."  I wanted to
explore this magical stuff further, but Jim would not
cooperate. 

David Hudson's ORMEs
I did get Jim to tell his story to a couple of friends, and

one of them contacted me in 1995 to tell me about a
gentleman named David Hudson who also had a substance
that disappeared in a flash of light and would float away
from your hands if you reached for it.

I immediately contacted Jim and told him about the
magical materials that David Hudson called "ORMEs"
(Orbitally Rearranged Monatomic Elements).  This
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intrigued Jim, and fortunately we both got to go to David
Hudson's 1995 Portland, Oregon, lecture and even got to
shake Hudson's hand.  But we decided not to tell him about
Jim's experiences because we felt that it would be better if
all of the ORME eggs were not in the same basket.  This
looked like a technology that might be quite threatening to
existing structures.

Hudson's method for making ORMEs was quite difficult
and involved.  I knew that these substances might never
come into widespread use if we did not find some easier
ways to obtain them.

Once he understood a bit more about the nature of the
ORME materials, Jim was no longer afraid of them and he
decided to experiment with the use of ozone to make them
from metal.  Jim's ozone method worked quite well, but it
was also difficult and required his
proprietary ozone generator to work at
all.  We clearly needed some simple
methods for obtaining ORMEs that
anyone could use.

In order to get more people aware of
these materials, I transcribed David
Hudson's Portland lecture and got it up
on the Internet in February 1996.  This
was soon followed by the transcripts of a
couple of other lectures that others
helped to transcribe.  The WhiteGold
Internet forum was also started in
February 1996 by several people who
had been to Hudson's lecture in
Tampa, Florida.  I was one of the
original members of this forum and
currently am its moderator.

In his lectures, David Hudson
mentioned many ancient references
that he felt might be related to the
substances he had been working
with:  the biblical manna, the
Philosopher's Stone, the Fountain of
Youth, orgone energy, prana, ch'i,
the Holy Grail, the Great Pyramid
and the Ark of the Covenant are a
few of these.

Though David Hudson called these materials "ORMEs", I
prefer to call this form of matter "ORMUS" because we are
not sure that the materials are really monatomic.  The term
"ORMUS" also has a rich history that is quite compatible
with these substances.

NEXUS Magazine first published a two-part article on
David Hudson and ORMEs in mid-1996 [vol. 3, nos 5 & 6].
This was followed by several articles by Laurence Gardner
on some of the possible ancient references to these
materials.  The first of these articles was published in late
1998 [vol. 5, no. 6].  These ancient references to mysterious
or alchemical substances suggested that there must be easy
and low-tech ways to obtain the ORMUS materials.

ORMUS extraction methods

In early May 1997 I learned about a gentleman from the
Northwest who had spoken to the Ramtha School in Yelm,
Washington.  This gentleman taught the folks some new
techniques for making ORMUS.  I learned of him from an
ORMUS colleague named John, who described him thus:

"Apparently, it is his attitude that this knowledge should
be shared with the world and he is into doing so without
regard to control or profit for himself...  

"It appears that his processes involve a simple chemical
method of precipitating ORMEs and other minerals out of
sea water into something folks are calling 'the milk of the
gods'."

This sounded like it might be the simple kitchen-
chemistry method we were looking for,
so John and I arranged to drive up and
meet with this fellow.  When we got
there, we were greeted by a short, dark-
haired man in his late fifties.  He gave us
permission to record our conversations
but requested that we keep his name and
contact information anonymous.  When
we eventually put the methods that he
taught us on the Internet, we decided to
call this gentleman "the Essene" for
reasons which I will explain in a bit.

On 18 May 1997 the Essene showed
us how to make the white precipitate of

sea water using the Wet Method.
He also described other methods
while we were there.  When we
returned home, we each typed up
our notes about these methods and
posted them to a private email
discussion list that we had formed
for this type of thing.

I visited the Essene at his place
four times.  One of these times I
took Jim to meet him.  The Essene
told us that he has always
remembered a past life as an Essene
on the Dead Sea.  He said his first

memories of this came when he was living on the Pacific
coast as a child.  He said that at the age of six, he was
allowed to go fishing off the pier by himself.  He caught
some fish and put them in a bucket but decided to dump
them and fill the bucket with ocean water instead.  He took
this water home and added lye to it till precipitate fell out.
Remembering the process from his life on the Dead Sea, he
washed the precipitate and ate it.  He says that he has been
eating this in one form or another till the present.  

Our private email discussion list became quite active after
the first visit with the Essene.  We wanted to get the
methods he had taught us out to the world via the Internet,
but we also wanted to present these methods in the safest
way possible.
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On 26 May 1997 we started editing our document on the
Essene's methods.  This document went through 21 versions
and was finally mailed to 50 websites around the world on 8
April 1998.  Only a couple of them put this document
online.

So, now we had a way to concentrate the ORMUS
elements using simple kitchen chemistry.  Still, I wanted
another easy way to obtain these materials just in case lye or
sea water became difficult to get.

Jim's experiments showed that the ORMUS elements
responded to magnetic fields as if they were
superconductors (i.e., they levitated).  He repeatedly
demonstrated that they were capable of
Josephson tunnelling (teleportation) and
that they appeared to work as a "portal"
for "emergent matter and energy".

I documented several of Jim's
experiments by videotaping them and
making audio recordings of his
explanations.  (I generally share these
video and audio recordings when I give
my workshops, and I hope to share some
related videos at the upcoming NEXUS
Conference.)

Based on the presumed
superconductivity of the ORMUS
materials in water, Jim realised that
it might be possible to concentrate
the ORMUS portion of the water
using some sort of magnetic trap.
In the summer of 1996 Jim gave me
a couple of magnetic traps to test in
a stream near where I live.  These
traps proved to be a very effective
way to concentrate the ORMUS
elements in water, and over the next
few years I published several
magnetic trap plans on my website.
You can find links to some of these
plans at http://www.subtleenergies.
com/ormus/tw/magtrap.htm.

Since then, Jim, myself and others have found that it is
possible to get certain elements into the ORMUS state using
a variety of methods.  We have also found that the ORMUS
elements are quite common in nature, though they are
difficult to identify because they are practically invisible to
spectroscopy.

ORMUS and consciousness
Various researchers have noticed that the ORMUS

elements seem to play an important role in biological
systems.  The ORMUS elements also appear to do things in
several consciousness-related areas, e.g., they appear to
serve as the communication medium for thought.  They also
have other biological functions.

Some of the most profound discoveries that Jim and I
made suggested that the ORMUS materials may be a major

factor in consciousness itself.  David Hudson and the
Essene also claimed that this is true.

We suspect that the ORMUS elements may facilitate
faster and better communication between every cell, and
may also facilitate better communication between the self
and everything else in the universe.  This faster and better
communication seems to have helped me to manifest many
of the things that I dreamed of as a kid.  This rapid
manifestation is not always a great thing.  Here is an
extreme example of this manifestation factor...

I have a friend who made the "charged" white powder of
gold.  In 2000, he spent several months duplicating

Hudson's process and getting the
resulting "m-gold" product annealed.
When he had the annealed white powder
of gold, he tasted about six micrograms
of it and within a few hours he was
almost totally incapacitated.

After ingesting the ORMUS gold one
time, he was unable to live normally for
over a year because he would manifest
everything he would think of.  Soon after
ingesting it, his behaviour became so
strange that his wife told him that she
was going to take him to the hospital,
but he was able to convince her that they

would not know what to do to treat
complications arising from the
ingestion of white powder of gold.

He said that his mind would call
up anything that he thought of.  He
could generally control this during
the day, but it became a real
problem at night.  If he thought
about having an accident while
driving, a car would show up out of
the blue and almost hit him.  He had
to learn to stop thinking about what
he did not want in order to avoid
manifesting it.  This rapid

manifestation of his fears became so intrusive that he had to
spend every waking minute with his mind on things that
took all of his attention.  He avoided contact with people
and performed mathematical calculations to keep his
thoughts from going astray.  He had to take sleeping pills to
keep himself from dreaming.

This condition persisted with the same intensity for about
six months, and with lesser intensity for another six months.
He said he realised that all of his beliefs were only beliefs
and that none of them was true in any fundamental way.  He
said that our beliefs are the foundations of physical reality
and that, without them, things can get very shaky.  This
happened several years ago, but every time I talk with him
about it he is noticeably upset, as the memories are very
disturbing to him still.

Other ORMUS consumers have experienced similar
effects, but to a much lesser degree.  This kind of ORMUS
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is quite difficult to make and is not sold by anyone.  It is
fortunate that the types of ORMUS that are available do not
have this effect to such a degree.

This sort of thing is also a major topic in the movie The
Secret and in the Abraham–Hicks teachings.  According to
these teachings, we create our own reality by experiencing
contrast, which creates a desire for something better.  The
fulfilment of this desire is immediately delivered to our
door, but we still must open the door and let it in.  Here is
how I think this might work with ORMUS as the
communication medium...

Imagine that you're watching a channel that you don't
like.  When you intend to change the channel, you punch
the remote control and it sends a certain frequency to the
TV set and changes the channel.  Now imagine that the
frequency which the remote control sends out is how you
are feeling.  Feeling afraid or bad is the frequency that tunes
in the channel you don't like.  Feeling good changes the
channel to what you want.  

Your intention is not the
frequency that tunes in the
channel.  How you feel is the
frequency.  I suspect that ORMUS
is the medium that carries the
frequency.  The denser the
medium, the faster the frequency
travels through that medium.  You
can hear a train coming by putting
your ear to the iron rail before you
will hear it through the air.  The
denser medium will bring back
more quickly the echo of
whatever feeling you put into it.

If the ORMUS elements are a
medium of communication between mind and spirit, they
will bring us back the echo of whatever we are feeling about
ourselves.  

I think that this is what happens with ORMUS, especially
the more powerful forms.  I think it carries the resonance of
our thoughts and beliefs and brings back the echo of their
manifestation more quickly.  

If this is true, then here is a way to tell if you are ready for
the more powerful forms of ORMUS...  Examine your life.
Do things you don't like ever happen to you?  Would you be
happier if these things were intensified and more instantly
connected to the thoughts that called them in?  Conversely,
notice how regularly the things you do like happen to you.
When you wake up in the morning, do you contemplate
your day with delicious anticipation or with dread?

Your beliefs are habits of thought, which ORMUS will
not change.  When you take ORMUS, it does not steal your
free choice.  It does not make you think only of what you
want and prevent you from thinking of what you don't want.
You still can choose which thought you are going to think in
every moment.  Be sure you always think of your angels
and never think of your demons—for whichever you think
of, you will manifest in your life, and this manifestation will

only be hastened and heightened by the ingestion of the
more powerful forms of ORMUS.

It is easy to change how you feel by changing the channel
with your thoughts.  There is always something to think
about that feels better.  Go there and notice how "what you
want" continues to show up with more regularity.

In summation, I suspect that the ORMUS elements
provide an infinitely thick, instantaneous communication
medium for our thoughts and intentions.

The link with frontier physics
Modern physicists and other scientists have observed this

kind of instantaneous communication.  They have even
coined terms to describe it:  quantum coherence or non-
local interaction.  Many of these scientists have also
suggested that this instantaneous communication occurs in a
"place" which underlies physical reality.  The physicist
David Bohm called this "place" the implicate order, and our
physical reality the explicate order.  The biologist Rupert

Sheldrake calls this "place" the
morphogenetic field.  Lynne
McTaggart has written a book
that collects much of the
scientific research on this "place"
of instantaneous communication.
She calls this place the field, and
that is the name of her book.  You
can read my review of The Field
a t
http://www.subtleenergies.com/. 

In 1924, Albert Einstein,
building on the work of Satyendra
Nath Bose, predicted that it
should be possible for two or

more atoms to get into the same quantum state, their
wavelengths becoming superimposed on one another.  This
state of matter is referred to as a Bose–Einstein condensate
(BEC).  It took a long time, but a BEC was finally created
in a laboratory in 1995 by taking a small group of atoms to
a millionth of a degree above absolute zero.  The physicists
who accomplished this won the 2001 Nobel Prize.

A BEC composed of many atoms would be, in effect, an
infinitely dense substance.  We believe that the ORMUS
elements can become room-temperature BECs.  If this is
true, then they might form the basis for an instantaneous,
non-local communication system like the mystical
connection that sages of all ages have described.  Let's call
this communication system the "Innernet".  

We think that the ORMUS elements may need to reach a
certain concentration in the body before they make the
quantum leap into better, conscious, coherent
communication with the Innernet.  Using ORMUS can help
here, but this coherence is also a function of something the
ancient sages called "one-pointed awareness".  

If we alternate between hitting the good-feeling button on
our remote control and hitting the bad-feeling button, we
create interference patterns in the air.  
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In much the same way, the interference patterns of these
two feelings may tend to prevent the ORMUS elements
from getting into a coherent BEC state.

If we use ORMUS without learning how to focus our
feelings on what we want, then we may often succeed in
attracting what we don't want.

There is some evidence that the ORMUS elements
facilitate coherent communication in the brain.  Several
ORMUS researchers have ingested different ORMUS
products while hooked up to an EEG
(electroencephalogram) machine.  They all reported that
their brain hemispheres went into greater coherence within
a couple of minutes of ingesting the ORMUS.  They
reported that within about 10 minutes
they went into a very deep "theta–delta"
meditative state, though they were
completely awake and aware while in
that state.  You can read some of these
reports at http://www.subtleenergies.
com/ormus/tw/coherence. htm. 

Solutions for the future
But, some may argue, the

consciousness effects of ORMUS may
just be a "placebo effect", and, anyway,
how does this help us to deal with the
problems of peak oil, starvation and
climate change that we seem to be
facing right now?

I have been looking for ways
that might mitigate or solve these
problems for a couple of decades.
The effects of ORMUS on plants
seem to provide an answer to the
"placebo" critics and to many of
the global problems I've described.

Climate change, including global
warming, is caused by a variety of
factors which include changes in
solar radiation, changes in
reflection from the Earth's surface
and increased levels of "greenhouse gases" like carbon in
the atmosphere.

I believe that climate change and the end of the
petroleum economy are the greatest threats to our well-
being as a culture and as a species.  I also believe that
ORMUS has the potential to provide the most significant
contribution to solving both of these problems.  This is
why...

First, atmospheric carbon comes from the burning of
fossil fuels, deforestation, changes in ocean currents and
the melting of the permafrost in Arctic regions, among
other things.  If there were a way to increase carbon
sequestration (the binding of carbon in trees, soil, sea
water and agricultural plants), this would pull carbon
dioxide (one of the largest contributors to climate change)

out of the air and lock it up where it no longer works as a
greenhouse gas.  

It looks like ORMUS can more than double the growth
of plants, and this will sequester more carbon.  In vol. 14,
no. 2 of NEXUS, Dr Roger Taylor described how the
application of ORMUS elements in sea water precipitate
has nearly doubled agricultural production in one year.  In
his article, you can see a picture I took that compared the
size of a couple of walnut trees that the Essene grew.  

One of the trees was more than four times the size and
had more than four times the walnut yield after being
given ORMUS sea water precipitate for four years,
compared to the other tree grown without ORMUS.  These

changes in agricultural production
should also apply to increases in forest
growth if ever ORMUS were applied to
entire forests.  The increase in biomass
also implies an increase in biofuels. 

Second, the underground ecosystem
is also significantly enhanced by
ORMUS.  There is probably more
biomass underground than there is
above ground.  One very significant
component of this biomass is
mycorrhizal fungi.  

Sea water ORMUS precipitate
typically doubles the mass of
mycorrhizal fungi in soil within a
month after application.  Since
these fungi can grow to become
the largest organisms on Earth—
forming an underground matrix
connecting all the trees and other
plants over many hectares of
land—the application of ORMUS
elements could significantly
increase the sequestration of
carbon in agricultural and forest
soils.  

Third, mycorrhizal fungi feed plants by dissolving
minerals in the soil and helping to transport these minerals
to the plants to which they are attached.  Their presence
reduces the need to add nutrients and fertilisers to the soil.
Since these nutrients and fertilisers often come from
petroleum sources and must be transported using fossil-
fuel-fed vehicles, reducing by half the need for fertiliser
will also significantly reduce the release of carbon into the
air.

Fourth, the nutrients that have been put into solution
and moved into the associated plants by the mycorrhizal
fungi will remain bioavailable and eventually will make
their way to the ocean, where they will feed the ocean
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micro-organisms which are one of the
Earth's greatest carbon sequestration
factors.  These ocean micro-organisms
are finally being recognised as
comprising one-third of all the Earth's
biomass.  They are also a major factor
in global climate.

The ORMUS elements appear to
provide a great way to bring about
changes to existing structures—
whether they be institutions like
corporations, governments or
religions—by facilitating the love
connection.  It looks like they can also
be used to help us become less
dependent on structures for food, health
and energy.

When people talk about how
geological, economic or social disaster
will come, they are generally most
afraid of how it will deplete their
source of supply of those things that
they think they need.  They often do
not realise that structures must change

or they will stifle life.  With ORMUS,
we have an opportunity to bring change
to structures without the disastrous
disruption which might otherwise
accompany the destruction of these
structures.

I know we are in a time of great
change, but change does not have to
mean disaster.  

Those people who cooperate with
their neighbours the best are more
likely to prosper in these times than
those who have filled bunkers with
food, gasoline and guns.

I think that the greatest thing that the
ORMUS materials will bring to the
world is "instant karma".  I have
noticed that both my wants and my
fears manifest much more quickly as I
become more and more saturated with
ORMUS.  This nearly instant feedback
is helping me to learn that I attract
those things that I put my attention on.  

I much prefer to put my attention on
how we can build community and love
in the world than to put my attention on

fear of the disasters that might result if
we don't do this.

As we do build community and love
in our neighbourhoods, we will find
that our dependence on structures
diminishes.  This will be an enormous
ORMUS manifestation! ∞

About the Author:
Barry Carter has a long-time interest in
science and spirituality and a
background in electronics, computer
systems and environmental activism.
He has been working almost full time
on ORMUS research since 1996 and is
passionate about networking
information on developments in
ORMUS research and applications.  
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Barry Carter will make his ORMUS
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11.11
The 11.11 is the answer to

WORLD PEACE.
Are you seeing the global phenomenon, 11.11 

am. or pm, on digital clocks repeatedly?
If you desire an explanation to the enigmatic number

11.11 read the book FLICKER OF LIGHT
by Barbara Anne Nixon.

(My lineage is the Royal Bloodline and Mary MacKillop is my twin flame)

Order:  www.flickeroflight.com.au

An advertisement this size in NEXUS Magazine
will cost you $198.00 incl GST

It will be seen by over 75,000 people 
during its two-month on-sale period.

Contact:  NEXUS Magazine
PO Box 30, Mapleton Qld 4560

Tel:  07 5442 9280;  Fax:  07 5442 9381

A full list of advertising rates and information 
can be found on page 93 of this edition,

or, on our new website:  www.nexusmagazine.com


